saturday

Gray Center Lab

9:00am-10:30am
West African [Intermediate]
Tosha Alston

10:50am-12:20pm
Hip Hop [Advanced]
Ercelyne McCoy

1:30pm-3:00pm
Dunham [Intermediate]
Penny Godboldo

3:20pm-4:50pm
Ron Brown
Ronald K Brown

5:10pm-6:40pm
Hip Hop [Intermediate]
Ercelyne McCoy

Performance Hall (Room 128)

9:00am-10:30am
Ballet [Intermediate]
Pierre Lockett

10:50am-12:20pm
Graham [Intermediate]
Merrick Mitchell

1:30pm-3:00pm
Floor Barre
Jacki Sinclair

3:20pm-4:50pm
Hipt Let Fit
Homer Bryant

5:10pm-6:40pm
Contemporary [Advanced]
Carl Jeffries

Penthouse (Room 901)

9:00am-10:30am
Horton [Advanced]
N. Clarke-Springer

10:50am-12:20pm
Ballet [Advanced]
Chaniece Holmes

1:30pm-3:00pm
Afro-Contemporary [Intermediate]
V. Sanders Ward

3:20pm-4:50pm
Horton [Intermediate]
Kia Smith

5:10pm-6:40pm
Jazz [Intermediate]
Joel Hall